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and rendering of opinion fully before us, we may, perhaps, enter into 
an ethnic portraiture of the character and capabilities of the great 
Roman patrician, on whom devolved the stupendous task of converting 
the most powerful republic into the mightiest empire upon record?a 
revolution whose advent, however, did not depend on any individual, 
or the fortune of any battle, such a result being about that time due 
on the mundane horologe of destiny. 

THE PLURALITY OF RACES, AND THE DISTINCTIVE 
CHARACTER OF THE ADAMITE SPECIES. 

By GEORGE HARRIS, Esq., F.S.A., Barrister-at-Law ; 
President of the Manchester Anthropological Society, and author of 

" Civilisation considered as a Science". 

The object aimed at in the following essay, is simply to inquire 
how far, and to what extent, the authority of the Bible and of early 
history confirms or contradicts the supposition that a plurality of 
races was originally created, or that all mankind were descended 
from a single pair. After a fair and dispassionate survey of the whole 
matter, I shall endeavour to draw such conclusions from the entire 
facts as the case may appear to warrant. 

It seems to me extremely desirable, as far as we can, to reconcile 
the apparently conflicting claims of Scripture and of science ; indeed, 
these differences, if closely examined, will be frequently found, like 
those among logicians and politicians, to be more apparent than real, 
more in terms than in things themselves. Although even here I 
would not for a moment consent to sacrifice truth to secure peace, 
yet, in this case, I am convinced that the best way to arrive at truth 
is to banish passion and prejudice, and to discuss the matter in a 

judicial and philosophical spirit, consistent with the dignity of the 

subject to be debated. A course very opposite to this, is that which 
is ordinarily pursued whenever grave and important topics of this 
class are brought forward ; and the prevailing opinion appears to be, 
that the greater the heat and fury which can be excited, the more 

surely will truth at last be elicited. 
On the directly theological part of the question, I desire to touch 

as lightly and as briefly as the case will admit of. I may state, how? 

ever, on the outset, that I am not at all prepared to dispute the 

authority or the inspiration of the Bible, or to maintain that it is in 
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any respect at variance with science. Nor do I deem it in the least 

degree necessary, for the purpose of maintaining my argument to the 

full, that I should do so. On the contrary, I contend that Scripture 
and science are thoroughly consistent with, and that they are the 
best and surest supporters of each other. And so far from deeming 
it necessary to attempt to impugn the inspiration of the Bible, I 
hesitate not to assert my conviction that, if you once deny the autho? 

rity of particular parts of it, it becomes impossible to determine what 

portion is inspired, and what is merely human. Each person will, of 

course, claim the right to settle this point for himself, and will be 
induced to deny the divinity of all those passages which at all militate 

against his own particular views, or condemn his peculiar failings and 

practices. Further than this, I would even assert that, if any of the 
books of the Old Testament exhibit peculiar traces of inspiration, 
Genesis in many respects bears very evident tokens of its divine 

origin. At the same time, it appears very reasonable, and fully con? 
sistent with all that we can conjecture (for we can hardly be said to 
know anything with certainty beyond the records of revelation) con? 

cerning the Divine wisdom and goodness, that the Bible may have 
been dictated throughout by Divine authority so far as regards its 

object in teaching men their duty, but without at all being intended 
to carry the same authority as an instructor on matters of science or 
of history. Nevertheless, as observed by Lord Bacon on several im? 

portant points, the teaching of the Bible with regard to philosophical 
topics, has proved to be not only quite sound, but far in advance of 
modern discoveries. 

It is, moreover, surely quite possible and rational to believe entirely 
and implicitly in the inspiration and truth of the Bible, and of every part 
of it, while at the same time you do not acquiesce with the same implicit- 
ness in the interpretation that has been put upon particular passages. 
As regards matters not directly theological, even the teachings of the 
church may be fairly question ed here, and that by the most orthodox 
churchmen ; inasmuch as the church, like the Bible, does not set up 
for a teacher on matters of science or history, but only seeks to guide its 
members aright as regards their religious duties : indeed, the interpre? 
tation put by the authority of the church upon the meaning of the 
Bible in relation to profane topics, cannot be considered to amount 
to anything more than the individual opinions of the writers on these 

points, who, had they lived in our day, and been acquainted with the 
discoveries of science known to us, would no doubt have greatly modi? 
fied their sentiments upon many matters. It has, therefore, always 
appeared to me to be highly undesirable to contend, as some very well 
intentioned, though not very discreet persons take every opportunity 
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of doing, that Scripture and science are on many occasions directly 
antagonistic, merely because they appear in some slight degree to 

differ, but which seeming contrariety is often caused, not by the 
actual opposition of scripture to modern discovery, but by the mode 
in which w7e have been accustomed to interpret scripture in regard to 
this subject. 

The principle adopted in the following essay with regard to the 

proper construction of scripture, will moreover do much to disarm 
the authority of those who contend that, from the direct contradic- 
tion which modem science gives to many of the statements contained 
in the Bible, especially in the Book of Genesis, it is impossible that 
the sacred volume can be throughout inspired. 

One very remarkable instance of this sort occurs with respect to 
the opinion as to the plurality of races in the human species, enter- 
tained by scientific inquirers at the present day. The conclusion at 
which many eminent physiologists have arrived, is that the whole 
race of mankind could not possibly have sprung from a single pair. 
But here they are referred to the scripture narrative, which, they are 

told, asserts positively that Adam and Eve were the parents of the 
whole human race. This, however, is exactly one of those cases where 
the Bible has not been allowed to speak for itself, but its meaning 
has been explained through the forced and unwarranted interpretations 
that have been put upon it by writers in ages gone by. Thus, the 
first chapter of Genesis contains a simple and plain account of the 
creation of different races of mankind all at once, both male and 
female. A command was, moreover, then given to man "to be fruitful, 
multiply, and replenish the earth j"* but which would surely not 
have been given to Adam alone, when he had no means whatever, 
Eve not being then created, of fulfilling the command. Nor would 
Adam while in Paradise, even after Eve became his wife, be told to 

replenish the earth, to which as yet, beyond the boundaries of Para? 

dise, he had no access. The second chapter (except by the inter- 

preters alluded to) was never intended to contradict or nullify the 

first, but was only added to give an account of the creation of a par? 
ticular pair of human beings who were to be the parents of a particular 
race of people. The Bible, indeed, so far from teaching us that Adam 
and Eve were the progenitors of the entire race of mankind, on many 
occasions and in various ways directly and distinctly negatives any 
such supposition. Thus we are told by the Bible, that after Cain had 

slain Abel, and the Almighty had set a mark upon him, the mur- 

derer exclaimed that every one who sees him will slay him. But how 

* Genesis i, 28. 
VOL. V.-NO. XVII. 
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could this be unless the earth had been already peopled, which could 
not possibly have been the case if all mankind had sprung from Adam 
and Eve? 

The very circumstance of Adam calling his wife Eve, in token that 

through her as a mother the promised Redeemer should be born, also 

necessarily implies that there were other women besides Eve then 

living upon the earth, and who were not descended from Eve, through 
whom this promise might be accomplished. It has also been re- 
marked by a learned writer, who is, however, opposed to the theory 
which I am maintaining, that Eve upon the birth of Cain her first- 

born, exclaimed, " I have gotten man, the very Jehovah ; i. e., I have 

brought forth the man who is Jehovah himself, the person who, 
according to the promise, is to come and redeem and restore me, my 
husband and our children, to the favour and acceptance of our Cre- 

ator,* and who was to be the promised Messiah and Saviour of the 
world." But could Eve have supposed that the Redeemer would be 
born at a time when the earth was not peopled with men to be re- 

deemed, with the exception of herself and Adam, and their children % 
On the contrary, this supposition of Eve's necessarily implies that the 
earth was at this time filled with inhabitants. 

The Scripture shortly afterwards informs us that Cain became the 
builder of a city.t But does not this fact also imply that there were 
at least several other persons on the earth at that time besides his 
own family ? Again, as regards the wife of Cain, a question may be 
raised as to who she was, if there were no other people on the earth 

except Adam and Eve and their family. Besides which, although 
every particularity respecting the successive birth of sons to Adam 
and Eve is recorded, there is no mention of their having a daughter 
until after the birth of Seth ; yet, when any of Adam's children had 

daughters, this is always stated. The natural, and indeed the only 
direct inference to be drawn from the sacred narrative itself is, that 
there were other races upon the earth, and that Cain's wife, as also 
Lamech's, were taken from them. 

From what the history of civilisation teaches us, we cannot suppose 
that efforts would have been made to cultivate the ground, or to tend 
flocks and herds, when only one family on the earth had to be main- 
tained; nor would the members of this family have been likely to 
resort to this practice unless they had learnt it from others whose 
necessities had induced them to unclertake it. 

Each of the facts which I have mentioned, and which are taken 
from the Scripture narrative, go strongly to prove that there were 

Mosaic Account of the Creation. By Philo. 1819. f Genesis iv, 17. 
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other races upon the face of the earth besides Adam and Eve. If we 
read the narrative literally we can arrive at no other conclusion ; and 
this view of the Scriptural account is much strengthened and con- 
firmed by the circumstances which I have recently stated. The 

argument of the plurality of races may therefore rest on the Bible 
alone. Those who oppose this opinion, not its supporters, are com- 

pelled to resort to extraneous matter to uphold their views. 
In addition to this it may be remarked, that it appears much more 

probable, and more consistent with what we have experienced of the 

general dealings of the Almighty in regard to the world, that He 
should have intended only that Adam and Eve and their descendants, 
being limited to a particular race, should inherit Paradise instead of 
the whole world resicling there, and not entering upon the other 

parts of the earth, which would consequently, had it not been for the 

fall, have been left totally uninhabited by the very persons whom it 
was created to contain. According, however, to the literal meaning 
and reasonable interpretation of Genesis, Adam and Eve found the 
earth so peopled when they were turned out of Paradise, not of course 

by their own descendants who were as yet unborn, but by the 
"males and females" and their descendants, whose creation is re- 
corded in the first chapter of the sacred volume. 

In the fifth chapter of Genesis, v. 2, it is stated that the race of 

mankind, not one man alcne, is called Adam. In the sixth chapter, 
v. 2, the descendants of Adam are spoken of as 

" the sons of God," a 
race distinct from the rest of the world, but with whom they inter- 
married. By "men" in general, who are mentioned in the firstverse, 
it may be inferred are meant those of the original and ordinary crea? 

tion, described in the first chapter. 
* 

That there was a distinct creation in the case of Adam and Eve 
cannot be questioned. Their descendants, however, appear to have 
formed a separate race of themselves from the rest of the world, from 
which that of the Hebrews shortly afterwards sprang, and which is very 
early mentioned in Scripture as a distinct people. Moreover, the object 
of the Bible as regards the historical portion of it was obviously not to 

give an account of mankind in general, but only the Hebrew race, and 
which course was pursued throughout the Old Testament. Very soon 

* It was stated by the Rev. Dunbar Heath, whose classical acquireinents 
and extensive Biblical researches are well known, in his address at the 
inaugural meeting of the Manchester Anthropological Society, that, in his 
opinion, the Old Testament clearly recognised a plurality of races, and he ad- 
duced not only the fact of Cain's banishrnent into a land of cities, but the 
mistranslated phrase " high and low, rich and poor", in several parts of 
Scripture, the real rendering of which should be ?' the race of Adam and the 
rest of mankind." The words in the original are simply " Adam and Ish." 

N 2 
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after the time of Abraham, the Hebrews were recognised as a distinct 
and separate race of themselves, which they surely would not have 
been merely because they belonged to his family. Thus, Joseph, 
when brought into Egypt, was spoken of as "'an' Hebrew;"* and, in 
the very interesting representation discovered among the Egyptian 
remains descriptive of the history of Joseph and his brethren, they 
have each that strong peculiarity of feature even now characteristic 
of the Hebrew race. To Abraham was first revealed the design of 
God with regard to this people; but this does not necessitate its not 

having been formed long before. Not improbably there were others 
of the Hebrew race besides Joseph and his brethren, who united with 
them while they were in Egypt, and thus swelled their numbers 

beyond what in the ordinary course of propagation they could have 
reached. The promise to Abraham, indeed, related mainly to the 
Messiah being descended from him. His being the father of a nation 
did not preclude others of the same blood becoming members of that 
race. These appear to have been denominated Hebrews as well as 
his direct descendants ; nor could they, as has been asserted by some, 
be confined to those who were descended from Ebur. The most pro? 
bable supposition appears, therefore, to be that, although the children 
of Israel are the descendants of Abraham only, the Hebrew race in? 
cluded that distinct tribe of peo])le who were descended from Adam, 
and who retain that peculiarity of feature, and other marked charac? 
teristics which have ever served to keep them separate from the other 
races of the earth. By being the father of a nation, does not neces? 

sarily or exclusively signify being its progenitor, but only its founder 
or deliverer, as many a monarch has been styled the father of his 

people. Abraham himself is indeed spoken of as the Hebrew,;};, as 

though the race to which he belonged, which could only have been 
the Adamite descendants, had been thus early distinguished and 

recognised. 
But it may be said that if there were other races of mankind 

besides that of Adam, they were all destroyed at the deluge, when 
Noah and his family were preserved in the ark. Noah himself, it is 
to be observed, is spoken of as 

" 
perfect in his generations,"J which 

may be implied to mean that he belonged to the Adamite race, with 

very little intermixture of the blood of the ordinary race of mankind. 
The Bible, as it has been ordinarily interpreted, has led to the suppo? 
sition that the whole earth was overwhelmed by the catastrophe in 

question. Here, however, we are told, that the Bible and modem 
science come into direct conflict. The question, therefore, must again be 

Genesis xxxix, 14. + Genesis xiv, 13. J Genesis vi, 9. 
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raised, is it the Bible that asserts directly and unequivocally that the 

deluge was universal ? or is it merely the arbitrary and unwarranted 

interpretation that has been put upon the words of the Bible which has 
led to this opinion 1 If the Bible be allowed to be its own interpreter, 
according to the ordinary and fair rules for interpretation, it will at 
once be obvious that it contains nothing to warrant the belief that 
the whole world was at once laid under water and clestroycd. Both 

by sacred and profane historians, the term " whole world" is frequently 
meant to signify only the entire extent of the territory referred 
to. In the account of the temptation in the wilderness, the devil 
is described as exhibiting to our Lord all the kingdoms of the world 
at once, in one moment, and from the same point of view,* by 
which of course could only be really meant those cities and kingdoms 
lying around Jerusalem. St. Luke tells ust that a decree went out 
from Csesar Augustus that "all the world should be taxed." Here 

again is clearly meant not the entire globe, but only such part of 
it as was comprised in the Roman Empire. So when it is said in 
St. John,J that "the world is gone after him," it was not really 
meant that every person in the world had become a follower of our 

Lord, but that a very great number in a certain district had done so. 
After the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, Lot's daughters 

either imagined that the whole human race was destroyed,? or con- 
fined the term to the descendants of Adam or the Hebrew race. 
Whichever way it is taken, whether symbolically or as confined to 
one race only, the description of the universality of the Deluge must 
be considered to comprehend merely the district inhabited by the 
race to which Noah belonged. In many parts of Scripture, both in 
the Old and the New Testament, the term "whole world" is evidently 
intended to signify not the entire human race, but either a very great 
number of men, or a large proportion out of the district where the 
event happened. || Cicero and other ancient writers also frequently 
speak thus metajmorically, when they intend to include a great num? 
ber of people in their description of any event. When we read in the 

newspapers that upon an occasion of much interest "all London" 
was assembled at the Mansion House, should we be construing the 

meaning of the writer fairly if we insist that he intended deliberately 
to assert that every man, woman and child in this vast metropolis 
were assembled in one building ? And yet in this unreasonable and 
unfair manner do those critics insist upon interpreting the Bible, and 

unnaturally distorting its meaning, who contend that the account 

* Matt. iv, 8. f Luke ii, 1. J John xii, 19. ? Genesis xix, 31. 
|| See also Acts xi, 28, xvii, 6, xix, 27, and xxiv, 5 ; Romans i, 8 ,x, 18; and 

several other passages. 
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there given of the Deluge necessarily and inevitably means that the 
whole world was swept away by that inundation. When the meaning 
of any phrase is doubtful, the fair way is to refer to other and context 

passages in the narrative which may serve to throw light upon the 
whole. This is the course ordinarily pursued with regard to other 

writings, and this is the course I propose to adopt in regard to the 
Sacred volume. Without such a mode of interpretation, its meaning 
will often appear obscure and contrary to science and to experience. 
Infcerpreting it in this the only fair and legitimate mode, its meaning 
will be apparent, and its relations appear at once in harmony with 
our knowledge of things, and with what philosophy teaches. Thus 

viewed, Scripture and science will be found not to contradict but to 
aid one another, and to render each other important service. 

That a vast Delug8 did take place at the period and in the manner 
described cannot be doubted, or that the event itself was miraculous. 
If so, it is of little importance whether the whole or only a part of the 
earth was covered by it, inasmuch as the miraculousness of the event 
in no degree depended on the number of human beings who perished 
in the waters, or on the depth or width of the waters themselves. 

In reality, I hold it to be far more heretical, as more directly at 
variance with the plain statements contained in the Bible, to assert 
that the earth moves round the sun, instead of the sun moving round 
the earth, than to maintain either the plurality of the human race, or 
that the Deluge was not universal. It may be said, indeed, that the 
Bible does assert, and in direct terms, that the sun moves round the 

earth, and not the earth round the sun, while it nowhere maintains 
in terms equally positive either that Adam was the father of the 
whole human race, or that the Deluge extended over the entire 
world. 

If we examine minutely the description of the Deluge as contained 
in the Bible, we find that the depth of the flood, being the extent to 
which the waters prevailed upwards, was only fifteen cubits,* or one- 
half of the height of the ark, which was thirty cubits.t And yet we 
are told that the mountains were covered. J This assertion alone would 
lead to the conclusion that merely a certain very limited district, in 
which were only hills of a very moderate height, could have been 
overflowed by the waters. After the Deluge had subsided, the earth 
is spoken of as divided,? implying that people were found living upon 
it after the flood. Cities and also kingdoms appear to have been 
formed soon after Noah left the ark,|| which could not have been done 

merely by his family. The assertion that by the sons of Noah " was 

Genesis vii, 29. f vi, 15. J vii, 20. ? x, 25, 32. || x, 5. 
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the whole earth overspread,"* may reasonably be interpreted to mean 
no more than that in eveiy nation would his descendants in j^rocess 
of time be found, a prediction which has been singularly verified by 
the Hebrew race. 

But it has been urged that in the New Testament the ojrinion that 
all men were descended from Adam has been confirmed by reference 
to that event, and by expressing the opinion of the inspired apostles 
and writers of that portion of the Bible. Were this the case, their 

authority on matters purely secular or scientific might fairly be ques- 
tioned, considering that their office was not to teach men philosophy 
or history, but merely to instruct them in their duty. And if they 
were ignorant or misinformed respecting the structure and motion of 
the jDlanets, it is not unreasonable to suppose they might have been 
left equally in error respecting the other parts of the creation. There 

is, however, in reality, no assertion throughout the New Testament 
that Adam was the father of all mankind. The passage which may 
most reasonably be contended to argue against the plurality of races 
is the expression of St. Paul, "For as in Adam all die, so in Christ 
shall all be made alive."t There is, however, no assertion here that all 
were descended from Adam, but that all died through his transgres- 
sion ; and for this purpose it seems to matter little whether the whole 
human race was actually descended from him, or whether he was to 
be regarded as the representative of that race, and through his mis- 
conduct they were to suffer. 

The scheme, if it may be so termed without irreverence, developed 
in Scripture with regard to Adam and the fall, appears to be this. 

Adam, as the representative of the whole human race, was put to the 
trial and failed, and upon that was condemned to die, turned out of 

Paradise, and placed upon the same level with the rest of mankind. 
But through the descendants of Adam the redeemcr was promised, the 
benefits of whose coming were extended from the posterity of Adam to 
the whole human race. The errors in the interpretation of the Bible 

already alluded to, have not arisen from any ambiguity in the Bible 

itself, but from the strained, unnatural, and unreasonable interpreta? 
tion that has been put upon it by misguided zealots who take 

upon themselves to explain its meaning according to their own 
narrow views, and who are presumptuous enough to imagine that the 
Divine scheme of redemption would not be eonsistent and complcte 
without their interference and aid. These people, instead of taking 
their system of religion from the Bible, first frame a system of their 

own, and then cut, and pare, and explain away the Bible so as to make 

GcncSiS ix, 19, t Corinthians xv, 22. 
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it accord exactly with that system. It is from pursuing this course 
that the errors to which I have adverted in regard to the origin of 
mankind have arisen. 

The following observations with regard to death having been brought 
into the world and inflicted upon mankind at large in consequence of 
Adam's transgression, are from the pen of an ingenious and learned 
writer of our own day, who contends that it "was not a threat that 

corporeal death should be inflicted ; it signified that breaking the com- 
mandment, he who had it given him should lose the high lovely life 
which is in union with God, sink into irreligiousness, which is infelicity 
and disquiet. He died to the true life of the spirit the moment that 
he tasted; but as to his material body, he continued as he was before. 

Equally unscriptural and groundless is the notion that physical death 
was even an appendix to the punishment. Adam would have died had 
he never fallen, and so would all of his posterity, though none, perhaps, 
would have died of disease."* 

In addition to this, I may remark that the sentence upon Adam 
was not of death generally, but of death upon a particular day. "In 
the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." Now, according 
to the scriptural narrative, physical death did not take place on that 

day; and, therefore, we may reasonably infer that not physical death, 
but death of a spiritual or moral nature was what was intendecl to be 
inflicted as a punishment for Adam's transgression. 

We come, in the last place, to the consideration of the early historical 
records of different kinds, containing reference to the creation of man, 
and we have to enquire how their testimony bears upon the question 
before us. Evident allusion to Adam and Eve may be found in the 
remotest traditions; but it is very remarkable that they are there 

spoken of not as a single pair but as a race. Thus, as Grotius records,t 
"The Egyptians tell us that, at first, men led their lives in great sim- 

plicity, their bodies being naked, whence arose the poet's fiction of 
the golden age, famous among the Indians, as Strabo remarks. 
Maimonides takes notice that the history of Adam, of Eve, of the tree, 
and of the serpent was extant amongst the idolatrous Indians in his 
time." Traditions of this history, he also tells us, are to be found in 
Peru and the Philipine Islands, and the name of Adam is preserved 
among the Brachmans. J The most ancient traditions and historians 
also concur with the Mosaic account as to the extraordiuary longevity 
of the early inhabitants of the earth. The first men are recorded to 
have found out the fruit of trees; and in the most ancient Greek 

mysteries they cried out Eva, and at the same time shewed a serpent. 
* Life, its Nature, etc, by L. H. Grindon, chap. vii, p. 74. 
f De Veritate, lib.i, s. 16. J Ibid. 
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Diodorus Siculus relates that "the first men," not the first man only, 
" lived very hardy before the conveniences of life were found out, being 
accustomed to go naked," referring evidently to man in Paradise. 
And Plato, deriving his account from early tradition, in relation to the 

primitive inhabitants of the earth, speaks not of one man, but of men 
in the plural, 

" God their Governor fed them, being their Keeper ;"'* 
and in another passage he states that "they fed naked and without 

garments in the open air." The opinion of each of these early writers 

appears clearly to have been that there was originally a plurality of 
races. Cicero, in his book on the nature of the Gods, describes the 
creation of man, but makes no reference to the race being derived 
from a singie pair. In Ovid's Metamorphoses, the creation of man, as 
derived from the ancient traditions, is described, not however as 

though the race sprung from one pair only. 
Keference has already been made to the very remarkable ancient 

Egyptian representation of Joseph and his brethren in Egypt, in which 
that peculiarity of countenance characteristic of the Hebrew race is 

clearly marked out in each of the persons described, and which shows 
that at that early period that race formed one as distinct from the rest 
of mankind as it now does. This moreover proves how little mankind 

change, even in the long course of years ; and it may be remarked 
that the representations of Negroes and of Egyptians preserved in the 

Pyramids exhibit precisely the same east of countenance as is observ- 
able among those people at the present day. This, as I have already 
remarked, is especially the case with regard to the Hebrew race, al? 

though inhabiting different parts of the world, and being consequently 
subject to those various infiuences by which changes in appearance are 

supposed to be produced. But if there has been no perceptible change 
in races since the time when the paintings in the pyramids were made, 
the change between the time of the Creation and the erection of the 

pyramids could not have been very essential, nor could the difference 

apparent in different races of men have been produced by cross-breed- 

ings, if, as contended, they were all originally of the same race. As 
animals were created male and female, several at the same time, but 
of different races and species, allied to one another as regards their 

general structure, but widely differing in their peculiar formation \ so 
is it most reasonable to suppose that the same course would be pur- 
sued with regard to man, and that it was so followed on the original 
creation of the species described in the first chapter of the Book of 

Genesis, different races and types being at once formed. 
The Jews, God's own people, who had the sacred oracles delivered 

* Polities. 
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to them direct, differed in opinion as to the question of the plurality 
of races.* And surely if this liberty was allowed to them, we, at least, 
ought to have the same freedom. Indeed, St. Augustine was the first 

among Christians who insisted that all mankind were descended from 

Adam, and that all Christians wrere bound to adopt that view as re? 

gards the sacred narrative. "t 
As has been well observed by an eminent physiologist, "the differ? 

ences of physical organisation and of moral and intellectual qualities 
which characterise the several races of our species, are analogous in 
kind and degree to those which distinguish the breeds of the domestic 
animals, and must, therefore, be accounted for on the same principles. 
That they were first produced in both instances as native or congenital 
varieties, and then transmitted to the offspring in hereditary succes? 

sion.";}; He further remarks that "external or adventitious causes, 
such as climate, situation, food, way of life, have considerable effect in 

altering the constitution of men and animals; but that this effect, as 
well as that of art or accident, is confined to the individual, not being 
transmitted by generation, and, therefore, not affecting the race."? 

The difficulty of supporting the theory of all mankind having de? 
scended from a single pair, and of the varieties in their descendants 

having been caused by circumstances affecting their growth and mode 
of living, is most forcibly shewn by the shifts and devices resorted to 
to uphold such a notion. Thus, one wrriter seriously contends that the 

peculiar formation of the physiognomy of the NewT Hollanders, has been 
caused by their constantly flinching from the numerous gnats by 
wdiich they are ceaselessly tortured!|| "The custom of carrying 
children on their back has also been referred to in order to explain the 
flat nose and swollen lips of the Negro. In the violent motions re? 
quired in their hard labour, as in beating or pounding millet, the face 
of the young one is said to be constantly thumping against the back 
of the mother ! This account is seriously quoted by Blumenbach."H 

How much more in accordance with nature, with reason, and with 
Revelation, is the opinion that when mankind were originally created, 
several species were formed at once, from whom the different varieties 
are derived; instead of supposing that one pair only was created, and 
that all the differences in formation and colour, and in moral and in? 
tellectual qualifications, were caused by adventitious circumstances 

affecting their descendants. 

My desire on the present occasion is to reconcile and to render con? 
sistent, as far as I can without the slightest compromise or sacrifice of 

* Memoirs of the Anthropological Society, vol. i, p. 345. f Ibid. 347. 
X Lawrence's Lectures on Man, 1st cdit., pp. 375, 37G. ? Ibid. p. 370. 
|| Vidc Ibid. p. 2G5. ?' Ibid. p. 105. 
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truth, the apparently, but not I believe really, conflicting testimonies 
of Scripture, of experience, and of science. As Bevelation is the voice 
of God, so reason is the noblest gift of God to man. It is the duty of 
man to use both aright, and to apply each to the purpose for which it 
was bestowed. Those two most precious of all treasures, which God 
has given and intended to be used in conjunction, let not man vainly 
presume to put asunder, or to apply to oppose or thwart each other. 
Disunited and counteracting one another, confusion and chaotic disor- 
der are the inevitable result. Reconciled and used aright, and aeting 
in conjunction, the whole system appears at once reduced to order, and 
the harmony and perfection of the universe are seen to extend to the 
remotest regions through out. Over the face of nature the spirit of 
omniscience is then perceived to rule. Thus, to use reason is but to 

apply the noblest of the Creator's gifts, and the most exalted of man's 
endowments to that which is at once its highest and its most legitimate 
purpose, 

THE PEOPLES OF EASTERN ASIA.* 

Dr. Adolf Bastian is a writer to whom great respect is due from all 
who are interested in the study of anthropology. His great work, 
entitled Man in History (Der Mensch in der Geschichte, Leipzig, 1860), 
contains a wonderful collection of information as to the psychological 
side of the science?from the nervous system and the metaphysical 
theories of ideas to the nature of language, the history of religion in 
its widest sense, the abnormal phenomena of madness, hysteria, and 
morbid enthusiasm, and the social development of the various human 
races. This remarkable work is too large in its extent, and too 
discursive in its character, to be suitable for translation under the 

auspices of the Anthropological Society, while so many works better 
suited for scientific manuals remain scarcely known even by name 
in England; but it may be safely said that any of the members of 
that Society whose inclination is towards psychology, and to whom 
the rather vague and mystical views of metaphysicians seem wanting 
in solidity, will find the study of Dr. Bastian's Mensch in der Geschichte 
a most profitable undertaking. 

After thus relieving his mind of a load of learning, Dr. Bastian 
started on a journey into the far East. Between 1861 and 1865 he 

* Die VVllcer des Oestlichen Asien. Studien und Reisen von Dr. Adolf 
Bastian. Vols. i and ii. 1866. Leipzig: Wigand. London : Trubner & Co. 
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